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Abstract: This paper is resolved to streamline the errand of manual seating game plan of understudies in an examination lobby. The main goal is to develop an android app for automatic examination seating arrangement in addition to reducing the manual work of staff. A PDF containing student exam number with subject code and subject name will be sent by the university and will be received by the admin staff which will be converted into suitable format. Then an algorithm will be used to involuntarily allocate the students to the suitable block according to their strength. Then the staff will be randomly allocated to particular block. Alternating staff allocation will be done according to department. The students and the staff will receive a message regarding the block where they have been assigned. In this paper we can further add features to improve the flexibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several universities examinations are held at regular intervals. Allocating the students to different blocks according to their strength is the main job. But allocating students manually is a hectic job for the staff[1],[ 3],[5]. So to get rid of this inconvenience this paper is designed to remove the manual work of the staff. We are going to design an android application for this.

In this a database we will maintain a student record with their seat number, staff database and the number of blocks. The subject PDF will be sent by the university to the college and the admin will process this PDF[2 ][ 4],[6]. An algorithm will be coded and the arrangement of seats will be done. These details will be sent to the android application of the staff and student. They are first required to login. The staff and students will get the details regarding which block they are allocated to. Unnecessarily the students and staff need not search different floors or building as they will get the details about it.

Different algorithms are used for the process of sorting, natural selection etc. As the paper is all about decision making so various algorithms regarding decisions will be used to produce as valid output. [37],[39],[41]

This application can be widely used in every college for any kind of exam or even for event management. It reduces our time and makes the procedure very routine. This paper essentially centers on improving the effectiveness of the seat assignment framework and the tiring errand of physically designating seats to every person[7],[9] ,[11]. And also for students to easily find their class rooms during exam so that they can reach the examination hall at time.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

PAPER NAME(1): “automatic seating arrangement tool for examinations in universities/colleges” used the C/C++ language.

AUTHOR NAME: Aashti Fatima Alam

ANALYSIS: In that they have used the tool which automatically arrange student according to their seat number. They used Dev C++ compiler which is an incorporated advancement condition conveyed under the General Public License for programming in C and C++. It is packaged with a free compiler called MinGW. [32],[34],[36]

PAPER NAME(2): “A study on automatic allocation of membership functions for fuzzy modelling” we studied about the genetic algorithm which is used for automatic function. 

AUTHORNAME:Prof.S.S.Arainth, G.Pavithra

ANALYSIS: In this paper the main drawback was the notification system. As the seating arrangements are done by the help of tools but then also the students need to go to the notice board to look for their block number. So that drawback was removed in the proposed paper.

PAPER NAME(3): “Exam hall seating arrangement system using PHP”

AUTHOR NAME: Prof S.S.Arainth, G.Pavithra

ANALYSIS: This is the online system to provide seating arrangement in which student need to online registration first.it means each student having a registration first individually. [8],[10] ,[12]

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

As we know that during the examination the exam coordinator has to look to the number of students attending a particular paper. After that he has to allocate them to the class rooms or blocks according to the number of students
present. So this is a confused task for him as well as the other staffs with him.
In order to make their task easy we will design an application that will mechanize the task of assigning the students to particular block. But with that we need a condition that a specific department should not have the same department staff most likely to reach a goal. [13], [15], [17]

IV. FLOWCHART

![Flowchart Image]

V. EXISTING SYSTEM

In the existing system internet is the main medium of communication. Messages can be sent through wireless network in the university or mobile data of students. This existing system has some drawbacks and setbacks which have to be rectified soon to avoid more problematic situations.

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system we will focus on building up an application in android along with back end in PHP. In this there will be several databases containing interrelated information about student, teachers and number of classrooms.

During the time of examination a PDF is sent by the university to college. This PDF is converted into a suitable format. Then an algorithm is used to verify the condition. If the condition is yes then automatic allocation is done. The algorithm is chosen depending on the condition such as natural selection etc. The allocation is done along with details such as number of student, block size, paper code. The staff allocation is also done indiscriminately [31],[33],[35] but the same department staff will not be allocated to same department. When the process is done then the notification will be sent to the staff as to which block they are allocated. The same message is also sent to the students that which block they are allotted to and on which building or floor. So they need not to search buildings. The above diagram shows in short the flow of the project in an easy way.

a group of information designed to be utilized by numerous human beings is called a database. it’s miles a group of interrelated information stored together with managed redundancy to offer one or more packages in a possible style. The information is stored in this sort of style that it does now not depend on the programs of people using the statistics. A common and controlled technique is used in adding new statistics and modifying and retrieving data already gift inside the database. Student details
• Invigilator details
• Room details
• Exam schedule
• Room allocation

and age work reducing applications are much required on account of the expanding request of new patterns. It is a composed framework which permits us to automatically allocate students to their preferred location[14],[16], [18]. For people supervising the institutions, the work load is very high and the need for faster work is a need of the hour. There is a typical grievance that administration workplaces have surplus outstanding burden however the speed of viability is extremely low. Programming, for example, these can get our work time. Organisations utilize the product can spare adequate measure of time amid the examination time. A portion of the few preferences of this model are that it is quick, solid and full-bodied. In this day and age, it is the device for occasion the board which is amazingly helpful for different events[19],[21],[23]. This genuinely necessary element of ease of use is available in this model and can be utilized for a wide range of the client whether Agile, Naïve or master.

VII. RESTRICTIONS

Despite the fact that the model of extraordinary use, there are a few disadvantages such programming believes each space to be of equivalent seating limit[20],[22]. Likewise a lot of information, programming backs off. Now and again, it is totally solid it doesn’t take into broken seats and harmed furniture.

VIII. ALGORITHMS

Choice Tree-A choice tree is a choice help tool that makes use of a tree-like graph or version of decisions and their possible effects, inclusive of chance occasion effects, useful resource fees, and utility. it is one manner to symbolize an algorithm. [38],[40],

above diagram shows how a decision tree works. It generally helps to decide plans to reach our goal.

Naïve Bayes algorithm-Naïve Bayes is a conditional probability model: given a hassle instance to be labeled, represented via vector representing a few n features (impartial variables), it assigns to this example possibilities for each of ok feasible consequences or instructions. The setback with the above components is that if the variety of features n is large or if a feature can take on a massive number of values, then basing such a version on possibility tables isn’t
possible[25],[27],[29]. We consequently reformulate that model to make it more ideal. The usage of Bayes' theorem, the conditional probability can be decomposed as:

\[
W(\text{Ck|x}) = A(\text{Ck}) S(x|\text{De})/t(0)
\]

In plain English, using Bayesian opportunity terminology, the above equation may be written.

**IX. FUTURE SCOPE**

In the future we can use different strategies to find blocks, number of students also for students who do not have internet facilities or android phone then we can send them a message at any time, any place[26],[28],[30]

**X. CONCLUSION**

Here by I conclude that this paper will reduce the work load of the staff. This application further can be adapted by different institutes to reduce their work.
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